Slavic Story Time

Marishka’s Salt (Czech Republic)
- Room set-up: black marker for song lyrics, computer and projector to play the cartoon version of the fairy tale, tables set up with craft supplies (see below).
  1. Read aloud “Marishka’s Salt” or play it online on Youtube.
  2. Play “Šla Nanynka do zelí” online and sing along.
  3. Craft: Salt Queen.

Bring the following:
  4. Scissors, glue, tape
  5. ii. Variously colored 8x11 inch construction paper (except red or black).
  6. iii. Colored markers (red, black and other colors)
     a. Make your origami salt cellar following the template.
     b. Draw Marishka’s as shown below and decorate with variously colored sequin
  7. (Oriental Trading IN 82-832) or rhinestones (Oriental Trading IN 57/7014).
  8. Alternatively, draw a king, a fairy, a soldier etc.
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